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Abstract

We extend the simple typed ��calculus with statements� A statement �which can also be thought of
as a method or transition� is an abstraction similar to function abstraction� it can be instantiated by
providing it with a source state� whereafter it yields a pair of values consisting of an output value and a
target state� We obtain a strongly normalising typed calculus for state�based functional programming�

� Introduction

The motivation for this paper is the investigation of formal foundations for the speci�cation and implemen�
tation of concurrent and reactive object�oriented systems� For this purpose� following the work of Nierstrasz
et al� ���� �	
� we intend to adapt techniques of existing formalisms for the speci�cation of reactive behaviour�
such as process algebra or temporal logic� to an object�oriented setting�
The large majority of such existing formalisms are based on transition systems� in which the dynamic

behaviour is modelled by transitions from source states to target states� labelled by abstract action names
possibly including input and output parameters� This ties in nicely with the fact that the objects� as usually
understood in object�oriented practice� are inherently state�based� and invoking an object�s methods gives
rise to a state change�
On the other hand� most existing foundational accounts of object�oriented systems are developed on the

basis of a completely functional paradigm� see� for instance� Abadi and Cardelli ��� � �
� Bruce ��� 	
� Leavens
and Weihl ���
� Mitchell et al� ���
� Pierce and Turner ���
� To our point of view� this does not do justice
to the inherently state�based nature of objects� To be sure� one can go on to introduce assignable variables
in such a functional object�oriented setting� and thereby simulate mutable objects� as in ���� 
� but some
degree this is a stopgap� the methods of such a mutable object� rather than making some local changes to
the state� conceptually work by reading the entire state from the appropriate variable� manipulating it to
become a new state� and writing that back in its entirety into the original variable� Quite apart from the
mismatch between this formal reduction and the intuitive execution of a method� the di�erence between the
two becomes apparent for instance when one imagines a distributed implementation of the object and its
state�
To be able to adapt reactive speci�cation techniques to object�oriented systems� we therefore feel that

especially the concept of state should be better understood� To that aim� in this paper we formulate an
explicit notion of state in a typed functional paradigm� thereby integrating the transition system intuition
with higher�order functional features� Since we reject assignment and assignable variables as primitive
concepts� the resulting calculus is quite di�erent from other approaches to integrate imperative and functional
paradigms� such as reported in� e�g�� ��� �� ��� �
� In particular� although we have a notion of state we do
not have an implicit store� instead� this can be modelled as a speci�c kind of state�
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Concretely� we propose to include statement types in the simple typed ��calculus as an explicit concept
besides function and product types� A statement �which could also be thought of as a method or transition�
is an abstraction similar to the standard function abstraction� which can be instantiated by providing it with
a source state� whereafter it yields a pair of values consisting of an output value and a target state� If the
statement is to have an input parameter as well� this can be provided by modelling it as a function that�
after receiving an input value� turns into a statement of the above kind�
The result is a strongly normalising typed higher�order calculus for state�based functional programming�

The language is introduced in Section � the typing system in Section �� and the �operational� semantics
in Section �� where we also show how to translate the �typed� ���calculus back into the ��calculus and
thereby prove the ���calculus to be strongly normalising� In Section � we indicate how to model a store
with assignable variables in this language�
The next step is to use this calculus as the basis for an object�oriented speci�cation formalism� This

involves coding up the principles of object orientation in the calculus� Here we hope to use existing ideas
from the work of Pierce and Turner ���
� especially on how to deal with the necessary encapsulation� The
actual development is outside the scope of the current paper� in Section � we brie�y sketch possible future
extensions�

� Language

We take the standard simple typed ��calculus with products and add to it a construct for statement ab�

straction� Products have a special interpretation as value�state pairs� whereas statement abstractions are
like function abstractions except that the parameter abstracted away from is interpreted as a source state

rather than a normal input parameter and the result of evaluating a statement �at� a given source state is
a pair of output value and target state� The resulting language� called here the ���calculus� is generated by
the following grammar�

e ��� c j x j �x� e j he� ei j ��e j ��e j �x� e j e�e j e�e

� c stands for a constant or operator of a standard� pre�de�ned type� As pre�de�ned types we assume
unit� with �� as its only value� bool� with values true and false and the standard boolean operators�
and int� with the integers as constant values and the standard arithmetic operators� In addition� there
is a family of conditionals ifT then else �� one for each type T �

� x stands for a variable out of a �xed universe of variables disjoint with the pre�de�ned constants� �Note
that� unlike in other state�based calculi like ���
� there is no distinguished collection of assignable or
state variables��

� �x� e or �x�T� e stands for a standard function abstraction� where T is the type of the variable x �see
below� and e the function body� We use the usual abbreviation �x� y�T� e for �x�T� �y�T� e�

� de stands for the application of d� assumed to be a function� to the expression e� assumed to be a value
of the type required for the parameter of d�

� hd� ei stands for a pair� sometimes interpreted as a value�state pair� In this interpretation� d is assumed
to be an output value and e the target state of a previously evaluated statement�

� ��e stands for the �rst component of e� sometimes interpreted as the value part � and ��e stands for
the second component of e� sometimes interpreted as the state part� e is assumed to be a �value�state�
pair�

� �x� e or �x�T� e stands for a statement abstraction� This construct expects a value for x �of type
T �� which is then interpreted as the source state of the statement� Given a source state� e produces
a value�state pair� the elements of which are interpreted as the output value and target state of the
statement� respectively�

The calculus will be such that� wherever a value of a particular kind is expected� a statement yielding
such a value as its output is allowed as well� The target state generated together with the output is
then kept alongside� for possible use as source state of any statement abstraction encountered later�





Although primitive statement abstractions in our calculus have output values but no input parame�
ters� by combining statement and function abstractions one may create statements�with�input� see the
examples below�

� d�e stands for statement application� It consists of the expression d� assumed to be a statement� and
e� assumed to be the source state at which d is to be evaluated �which is itself probably obtained as
the target state of a previously evaluated statement� d�e reduces to a pair of output value and target
state�

� d�e is an alternative form of function application� d is assumed to be a statement�with�input �i�e��
a function yielding a statement when applied to a value of the appropriate type�� the expression e
supplied as argument� however� is not a simple value of the type expected by d� but either a value�state
pair or a primitive �i�e�� input�less� statement that will reduce to a value�state pair as soon as it is
supplied with a source state� In either case� the value component of the value�state pair will serve as
the input value to d� and the state component as its source state�

Syntactically� statement application has highest priority� Standard function application and ��application
are assumed to have equal priority� they associate to the left� Both �x and �x act as binders of the variable
x� they have lower priority than the application operators� In addition� we allow the following auxiliary
operator� which associates to the right and whose priority is in between the binding operators and function
application�

� d� e � ��x� e��d with x an arbitrary variable not free in e� This stands for the sequential composition

of d and e� which are both assumed to be primitive statements with state parameters of identical type�
The result is again a statement� which� given a source state� �rst produces an intermediate output
value and state as the result of evaluating d� after which the output value is discarded and the state
used as source state of e�

Below are some examples of terms of this calculus�

� rd � �x�T� hx� xi is a statement expecting a source state of type T and reproducing the corresponding
value both as output value and as target state� Thus� rd �reads� the state� being a value of type T �

� wr � �x�T��y�T�h��� xi is a statement�with�input�parameter expecting an input value and source state
of type T � and producing a unit value as output and the original input value as target state� The value
at the source state is discarded� For instance� �wr ��� will be seen to reduce to h��� i� Thus� wr
�writes to� the state�

� wr�rd is a combined statement that reads a value and immediately writes it back� �Note that ordinary
function application wr rd is not a valid way to express this behaviour because rd is not a value of
the type T expected by wr �� When evaluated at a source state� e�g�� � we get the following reduction
sequence �see below��

�wr�rd��� wr�rd�� wr�h� i � �wr ��� ��y� h��� i��� h��� i �

� add � �x� y� int� �z�T� hx� y� zi turns the standard integer addition operator into a statement�with�
input with state parameter of type T � Note that the state is in fact left unchanged�

� wr��add ��rd� is a composed statement reading the state� adding � to it and writing the result back�
The net e�ect is an increment of the state� for instance� �wr��add ��rd���� will be seen to reduce to
h��� �i� �Note that the type T speci�ed in add � rd and wr is assumed to be �instantiated� as int��

� inc � �x� int�h��� x � �i has the same e�ect as the above term� but expressed within a single statement�

� twice � �x� �y� ����x�x��y� is a higher�order function� it expects a statement x and a value y as
parameters� the value is then used as source state at which the statement is applied twice� after which
the target state component of the resulting state�value pair is returned� For instance� twice inc� reduces
to �� �Note that here� twice inc and not twice�inc is the correct form��
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c has standard type T

� c�T
C

x�T � x�T
V

 � e�T

!� � e�T
W

 � x�S � e�T

 � �x�S� e � S � T
I�

 � d�S � T� e�S

 � de�T
E�

 � d�S� e�T

 � hd� ei�S � T
I�

 � e�S � T

 � ��e�S
E��

 � e�S � T

 � ��e�T
E��

 � x�T � e�S � T

 � �x�T� e � S�T
I�

 � d�S� e�T S state T

 � d�e�S at T
E�

 � d�S � T� e�S�U T state U

 � d�e�T
E�� �

 � d�S � T� e�S � U T state U

 � d�e�T at U
E�� �

Table ���� The typing rules of the calculus

� Types

The types for our language are generated by the following grammar�

T ��� G j T � T j T � T j T�T �

Here� G stands for a pre�de�ned ground type� in our case� unit� bool or int� S � T and S�T are the usual
function and product types� Finally� S�T is a statement type with state parameter of type T and output
value of type S�
Syntactically� we take S�T to have higher priority than S � T � e�g�� S � T�U is the type of a function

taking an input parameter of type S and producing a statement of type T�U � i�e�� what we have called
a �statement�with�input� above� Furthermore� �� � and � all associate to the right� The typings of the
example terms in the previous section are as follows�

rd �T�T wr �T � unit�T inc�unit�int twice �S�T � T � T

In order to formulate the typing rules of our calculus� we need two more notions� A type is said to have state
of a certain �sub��type if it is a primitive statement �i�e�� a ��abstraction� or a statement�with�input �i�e�� a
��abstraction of a statement�� If a type S has state �of type� T � then we write �S at T� to denote the type
that remains after providing a statement of type S with a source state of type T �

��� De�nition�

� S state T is a predicate that holds i� either S � U�T or S � U � V where V state T �

� S at T is a partial operator de�ned by U�T at T � U � T and �U � V � at T � U � �V at T ��

The following proposition states a couple of coherency results of these concepts�

��� Proposition� Let S� T� U be arbitrary types�

� S at T is de�ned i� S state T �

� If S � T at U then T and U are uniquely determined�

The typing system is given as a sequent�style set of judgements� de�ned by the rules in Table ���� !� 
denote sets of variable�type pairs x�T �containing at most one such pair per variable� that play the role of
type assumptions� We write x �  to express that  contains some type assumption about x� Some remarks�
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� Up to and including Rule E��� the typing system is completely standard� see� e�g�� ��� ��
� C stands
for the typing of constants� V for the introduction of variables� and W for weakening�

� Rules I� and E� for the introduction and elimination of statement types are as expected� except that
the elimination rule in fact allows the statement to have un�instantiated input parameters� so the
source state is provided �early�� as it were�

� Rules E�� � and E�� � deal with the typing of statements�with�input when the input is supplied in the

form of a primitive statement �E�� �� or a value�state pair �E�� ��� An example of the former case is

the the expression wr�rd �unit�int� an example of the latter is wr�h�� �i�unit � int� which arises as
an intermediate term in the reduction of �wr�rd����

With respect to the auxiliary sequential composition operator� we have the following result�

��� Proposition� The following rules are sound and complete for typing sequential composition�

 � d�S�U� e�T�U

 � d� e�T�U

 � d�S � U� e�T�U

 � d� e�T � U

All in all� the extension from the simple typed ��calculus is rather straightforward� The following theorem
states some properties of the simple typed ��calculus that are retained in this extension�

��� Theorem�

� Typability is decidable�

� Typing is deterministic� that is� if  � e�S� e�T then S � T �

� Reduction

Our calculus is interpreted by a reduction relation that extends the standard reduction of the ��calculus �see�
e�g�� Barendregt ��� �
� with statement application a number of control �ow rules expressing the e�ect of
statement application� In the de�nition� s stands for a primitive statement � that is� any term of the following
sub�language�

s ��� �x� e j se j e�s �

On the other hand� v stands for a value� that is� any term of the following sub�language�

v ��� c j �x� e j he� ei �

Reduction is de�ned as the smallest relation generated by the axioms in Table �� and closed w�r�t� language
contexts� The function apply used in Axiom � is the pre�de�ned standard application function from pairs of
constants to closed terms� The transitive closure of � is denoted ��
It is useful to regard the location of the statement application operator ��� within terms as the �point

of control�� Using this intuition� it can be seen that the new reduction rules are exclusively concerned with
control �ow� �This intuition does have its limitations� though� there can be multiple instances of � within
a single term� and moreover� reduction is not limited to take place only at the point of control�� Following
this intuition� it can be seen that the parameters of a statement� insofar they are themselves statements with
side�e�ects� are evaluated in right�to�left order� For instance� if sub � �x� y� �z� hx� y� zi then

�sub�rd��inc� rd���� sub�rd��inc� rd��� sub��rd��� �� �sub � ����� h�� �i

and not
�sub�rd��inc� rd���� h��� �i

as might have been expected had the �rst parameter �rd� been evaluated before the second �inc� rd�� On the
other hand� the evaluation order of sequential composition is the more usual one� as the following proposition
shows�
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��� ab �� apply�a� b�
��� ��x�T� d�e �� d�e�x


���� ��hd� ei �� d
���� ��hd� ei �� e

��� ��x� d��e �� d�e�x

���� �d�s��e �� d��s�e�
���� �sd��e �� �s�e�d

���� d�he� fi �� �de��f
���� �v�d�e �� �ne��d

Table ��	� Term reduction axioms

��� Proposition� The reduction of sequential composition is completely characterised by the following
axioms�

�s� t��e � �s�e�� t

hd� ei� s � s�e �

We now come to some important results concerning our calculus� which show it to be as tractable as the
simple typed ��calculus� First� we state that reduction of typed ���terms is type�preserving�

��� Theorem� If  � d�T and d� e then  � e�T �

The proof entails checking that the �� and ��axioms of Table �� are type�preserving� which is straightfor�
ward� Furthermore� the ���calculus is a conservative extension of the ��calculus in the sense that the latter
is closed with respect to reduction� in other words� reduction never takes one outside the ��calculus�

��� Theorem� If d is a ��term and d� e then e is a ��term�

Because there is no overlap between the new rules and the rules of the standard ��calculus� nor among the
new rules themselves� the con�uence of the reduction relation is immediate�

��� Theorem� For arbitrary ���terms d� e� e�� if d � e and d � e� then there is a ���term d� such that
e� d� and e� � d��

Finally� the strong normalisation of the simple typed ��calculus carries over to our calculus as well� In fact�
we can provide a translation of types and terms back into the ��calculus� Consider the mapping �� 

 from
types to types�

��G

 � G

��S � T 

 �

�
��U 

� ��S at T 

 if T state U
��S

� ��T 

 otherwise�

��S � T 

 � ��S

� ��T 



��S�T 

 � ��T 

� ���S

� ��T 

� �

Hence� statement types are turned into function types in which the source state parameter becomes the
�rst function parameter that is to be provided� We write �� 

 for the natural pointwise extension to sets of
type assumptions� Furthermore� for all sets of type assumptions  we de�ne a partial mapping �� 



�
from

���terms of type T �under assumptions  � to ��terms of type ��T 

 �under assumptions �� 

��

��c


�

� c

��x


�

� x if x �  

�



���x�S� e


�

�

�
�y�U� �x�S� ��e



��x�S y if y ��  and  � x�S � e�T with T state U
�x�S� ��e



��x�S otherwise

��de


�

�

�
�x�U� ��d



�
x��e



�
if x ��  and  � d�T with T state U

��d

���e

� otherwise

��hd� ei


�

� h��d


�
� ��e



�
i

���ie

� � �i��e

� �i � �� �

���x�S� e


�

� �x�S� ��e


��x�S

��d�e


�

� ��d


�
��e



�

��d�e


�

�

�
�x�T� ��d



�
�����e

�x� �����e

�x� if  � e�S�T

��d


�
����e

�����e

� otherwise

The following proposition states that the type and term translations de�ned above are consistent� It can be
proved on a case�by�case analysis of the typing rules in Table ����

��� Proposition� If  � e�T then ��e


�
is a well�de�ned ��term such that �� 

 � ��e



�
� ��T 

�

The following theorem expresses that the translation up to a certain degree also preserved reduction� It can
be proved on a case�by�case analysis of the axioms in Table ���

��� Theorem� For arbitrary typed ���terms d� e� if d � e then ��d


�
� f for some  and f such that

��e


�
� f or ��e



�
� f �

Since the standard ��calculus is con�uent� it follows that any in�nite reduction sequence in the typed ���
calculus gives rise to an in�nite reduction sequence in the typed ��calculus� since the latter are known not
to exist� at least as long as one ignores ��reduction �cf� e�g� ��� ��
�� we may conclude that reduction in the
typed ���calculus is terminating� except possibly for ��reductions�

��� Corollary� There is no in�nite sequence �ei�i�N of typed ���terms such that for all i � N� ei � ei�� is
derivable without Axiom ��

� Stores and locations

Our notion of state is unusual in that it does not rely explicitly on a store or assignable variables� instead�
the state is always a single value that is accessed by statement abstractions� However� since this value can
be arbitrarily complex� a store may be programmed as a state with a speci�c� more intricate type� Consider
the following type abbreviations�

Loc � int

Mem � �Loc � int�� Loc

Here Mem stands for a memory store consisting of a function that maps locations to their current values
and a value indicating the largest currently valid location� The following statements use stores of this kind�

init � h�l�Loc� �� �i

new � �v� int� �s�Mem � h��s� h��s� ��s��ii

wr � �l�Loc� �v� int� �s�Mem �

h��� hif
Loc�int l 	 ��s then ��k�Loc� if int k � l then v else ���s�k �� else ��s �� ��sii

rd � �l�Loc� �s�Mem � h���s�l� ��si

init denotes an initial store� the statement new yields the next location in the store� wr l v writes the new
value v to the location l� but only if l is a valid location� and rd l reads the current value of the location l�
We can derive the following typings�

� init �Mem �new �Loc�Mem �wr �Loc � int� unit�Mem � rd �Loc � int�Mem

	



For instance� the following expression swaps the values in the two locations provided as parameters�

swap � �l� k�Loc� ��v� int� wr l��rd k��wr k v���rd l��Loc � Loc � unit�Mem �

As an example application� consider

������l�� l��Loc� wr l� ��� swap l� l�� rd l���new�new ��init�� �� �

In imperative languages� of course� one writes l �� v rather than wr l v� and leaves rd implicit� new is either
implicit or explicit� depending on whether the new location is to be generated on the stack or the heap�
It should be noted that the above solution is rather primitive� in that the typing system o�ers little

protection against misuse of the store� In particular� since location identi�ers are implemented as integer
values� vice versa any arbitrarily generated integer value can be tried out as a reference� even if the corre�
sponding location was not initialised� One possible way to improve on this would be to provide a notion
of sub�typing whereby programs would treat references as being of a supertype of int that does not allow
integer arithmetic�

� Future extensions

This paper is a �rst contribution� there is a large list of things yet to be done� Firstly� for the calculus to
be practically useful as a programming paradigm� one would prefer polymorphic typing� Secondly� in order
to encode the principles of object�orientation� one needs a notion of sub�typing as well� However� we do not
expect any major di"culties in formulating the necessary extensions�
Another� more pragmatic� disadvantage of the current calculus is that one may not freely mix functional

expressions and statements� In principle� it would be possible to regard any functional expression as a
statement� namely one that leaves the state alone� however� the current setup does not allow this� For
instance� to compute the current value of the state multiplied by two� one would expect to be allowed to write

�rd � int�int� where 
� int� int� int is standard integer multiplication� However� in the current system
this term is not well�typed because one may not nest statements inside functional expressions� instead one
must �rst turn multiplication into a statement by de�ning mult � �x� y� �z� hx 
 y� zi� int� int� int�int�
after which one may write mult �rd to get the desired behaviour� A possible way to get around this problem
would be to extend the notion of sub�typing such that G 	 G�T for arbitrary ground types G and types T �
and add a reduction rule c�e� hc� ei for arbitrary constants c�
Once the calculus has been �xed� a further development step is to generalise the concept of abstract data

types along the lines of the ���calculus� This would involve allowing the de�nition of methods in addition
to the standard operators� and specifying equations over states in addition to those over values� A model
of such a data type would be a transition system rather than an ordinary algebra� A suitable extension of
data re
nement can then be used as an implementation criterion� Furthermore� one can then imagine using
temporal logic formulae rather than equations to specify types� and using process algebra to construct models
of such types� This brings us closer to our eventual aim of specifying reactive object�oriented systems�
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